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Excerpt from VOX.com, “The paradox of online “body positivity” (January

2021)

In the beginning of 2020, Morayo Ogunbayo was aware that the vast majority of women did not

look like Kendall Jenner. As a 19-year-old college student, she knew that to meet American

culture’s body standard was to either hit the genetic lottery or have enough money to fake it

convincingly. She knew that this ideal was rooted in sexist and Eurocentric beliefs about

femininity, that most women fell far short of achieving it, and that that was perfectly normal.

Then the pandemic hit, and she began spending a lot more of her time scrolling through TikTok. 

"Every person was stunningly beautiful,” she says. “It seems like everyone had an hourglass

figure, and I just felt really weird about not having one.”

Ogunbayo still knows, obviously, that most people are not models. She’s well aware that the

gorgeous, thin women she sees on her TikTok For You home feed are the product of highly

complex algorithms that evaluate billions of tiny screen taps, which ultimately reflect the

average biases and tastes of society. On some level, most teenagers know this. They know, but it

doesn’t really help. It has always sucked to compare yourself to the prettiest girl in school, but it

sucks a lot more to feel like everybody else in the entire world is the prettiest girl in school.

On her Instagram Explore page, Ogunbayo says she sees mostly girls discussing their “fitness

journeys,” women smiling and posing next to text about “body positivity” while they dispense

weight loss advice, thin influencers contorting themselves to emphasize their stomach fat in an

attempt to make their enviable bodies seem more relatable. On TikTok, she sees other college

students, who also happen to be very attractive, in expensive cars and houses. “Even something

that’s as innocent as Pinterest,” she says of the website mostly known for DIY ideas and hair

tutorials, “my entire feed is, like, Bella Hadid. I mean, I’m 19, I’m in a pretty good place with my

body image, but it’s still not great to see all the time.”
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But there is another effect of our near-constant exposure to an endless carousel of beautiful

faces and perfect bodies, wrought by the extraordinary cultural power of increasingly shrewd

algorithms. Like the failures of a political system that allowed hundreds of thousands of

Americans to die of the coronavirus and the racial justice movements that exploded in what

became one of the US’s biggest protest movements in history, a reckoning is coming to what is

widely, if improperly, dubbed the “body positivity” internet. Thin people, it seems, are finally

beginning to hear what activists have been saying for decades: that our world is set up to be

uniquely hostile to fat people at every possible turn, and that fat people are blamed for it.

The problem is that these conversations are largely taking place on social media, platforms that

in the past have proven severely unequipped to host the kinds of nuanced and deeply personal

discussions the subject requires. But social media has been the site of several political and

cultural revolutions over the past decade. Can it do the same for people whose bodies are under

the greatest scrutiny of all?

At this point, it’s a cliché to even note that social media makes us feel like shit about ourselves. A

series of studies has shown a correlation between activities like scrolling through Instagram and

negative body image. A 2020 study of undergraduate women further showed that those who

were asked to scroll through Instagram — but not Facebook, which emphasizes text more than

photos — showed significantly decreased body satisfaction than those who were asked to do

the reverse. For gay men, Instagram can also reinforce the idea that queer culture is only for

“ripped, statuesque men.”

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S1740144516300912
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S1740144519303754
https://www.nbcnews.com/feature/nbc-out/are-sexy-gay-instagram-accounts-fueling-disordered-eating-n974036
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Though TikTok is still too nascent to have been the subject of any such academic study, the

anecdotal effects on its users’ body image have been, by some accounts, severe. This summer,

NBC News spoke to seven women in their teens and 20s who said that the content they viewed

on the app had “pushed them to fixate more on their diets and exercise regimens to a dangerous

extent.” Sissy Sheridan, a 16-year-old actress and social media star who is often cited as “body

goals” among TikTokers, tweeted earlier this year that “i liked my body before I downloaded

TikTok.”

PHOTO: Rebecca Jennings (Vox)

https://www.nbcnews.com/tech/tech-news/it-s-not-worth-it-young-women-how-tiktok-has-n1234193
https://twitter.com/sissysheridan/status/1261075790168576000


Excerpt from SHAPE.com, “How Celebrity Social Media Affects Your Mental

Health and Body Image” (May, 2019)

2celebrity culture

Whether you're aware of it or not, you're probably comparing yourself to celebs you see on

social. "It is natural—if often unhealthy—for humans to compare themselves to others," says Carla

Marie Manly, Ph.D., a clinical psychologist who deals with self-esteem and body image, and

author of Joy From Fear. When "perfect" photos of "perfect" celebrities are put on a pedestal as

the "ideal" standard, "those who are not able to achieve this truly impossible level of perfection

secretly (or not-so-secretly) feel shamed and defective," she explains. 

The effect of viewing celebrity images on body image, especially in women, is well-documented

in research. In one of the most famous studies on the topic, researchers showed elementary-

school children pictures of thin celebrities or models. "The boys were very jokey about what

they would have to do in order to look like the pictures, but the girls said things like 'You would

have to not eat' or 'You would have to eat and then throw up,'" explains Taryn A. Myers, Ph.D.,

chair of the department of psychology at Virginia Wesleyan University and a body-image

researcher.

Researchers have even looked into what happens when you actually try to look like celebrities:

One study showed that middle school-aged girls were more negatively impacted in terms of

body image and eating behaviors by manipulating their own selfies than by simply viewing

traditional media images. Another study showed that posting selfies made women immediately

feel anxious.
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Yet another found that girls comparing themselves to images of celebrities on social media was

related to body-image dissatisfaction and drive for thinness. (Interestingly, the same was not

true for boys.) "So in general, viewing or posting images can really make us feel worse about our

bodies, and this effect may be amplified for celebrity photos," says Myers.

And while everyone can be affected to some degree, there are some who are particularly likely

to be negatively impacted by celebrity social media posts. "Social media has the biggest impact

on those who are the most vulnerable, whose self-esteem comes from how others perceive or

respond to them and who want to 'fit in,'" says Adrienne Ressler M.A., LMSW, a body-image

specialist and vice president of professional development at The Renfrew Center Foundation.

"Today, with reality shows so popular, one can imagine that, with luck, anyone can be a

celebrity." (Hello, #BachelorNation.) In other words, if anyone can be a celebrity, it can feel like

everyone is expected to be celebrity-worthy.

PHOTO: The Occidental



Excerpt from TEENVOGUE.com, “How White Supremacy and Capitalism Influence

Beauty Standards” (October 2020)

3beauty industry

In my opinion, beauty standards are the gnarled and rotten roots of all that’s wrong with the

industry and perhaps the world. They are tools of oppression that reinforce sexism, racism,

colorism, classism, ableism, ageism, and gender norms. They are built into our societies and

embedded into our brains. They contribute to anxiety, depression, dysmorphia, eating disorders,

self-harm, and low self-esteem.

Beauty standards are the individual qualifications women are expected to meet in order to

embody the “feminine beauty ideal” and thus, succeed personally and professionally. (The terms

“women” and “feminine” are used here because the beauty industry was deliberately built on the

binary — a foundation that props up the patriarchy and negatively impacts women, men, and

nonbinary people alike. But that’s a story for another column.) These qualifications are clearly

and constantly communicated to us through film, television, literature, magazines, the school

system, the medical system, politics, personal relationships, social media, the law, and advertising.

Both beauty standards and the feminine beauty ideal are moving targets. They change over time

and from culture to culture. However, thanks to Western colonialism (more on that in just a

minute!), Eurocentric beauty standards have essentially become global beauty standards.

The connection between beauty and spirituality took a more prescriptive turn in the Middle Ages

with the rise of Christianity in Europe. “Now [women] were exhorted to appear pure and virginal,

forever young,” writes Mark Tungate in Branded Beauty: How Marketing Changed the Way We

Look. Light features, like blonde hair, blue eyes, and fair skin, were believed to be physical

manifestations of “the light of God.” Starting around the 15th century, “colonizers went to Africa,

Asia, and Latin America and introduced the idea that whiteness is good, that nothing is better

than white,” Adawe says. “If you were white, you had better economic well-being, you had good

employment and education attainment.”
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Skin tone has long had class connotations. In early Egyptian, Greek, and Roman societies, lighter

skin was associated with belonging to a higher class, because “a woman with fair skin clearly led

a very different life to that of the bronzed laborer,” Tungate writes — but colonialism took this

concept and applied it across races.

“It was the same ideology during slavery in the United States,” Adawe says. “Those with darker

skin were working in the field outside. Those with lighter skin were favored, they worked in the

homes. Those with lighter skin were considered beautiful, and that is still an ongoing thing within

cultures and within groups.” She says that even when the colonizers left the U.S., even when

slavery was abolished, the standard remained. “The colonizers left, but they left a legacy: the

legacy of whiteness. It’s an ongoing colonization of the mindset.”

The colonizer mindset persists today. It’s reflected on the faces in the pages of fashion

magazines, which, up until recently, were almost exclusively white. It’s there in every foundation

range that features 10 choices for white women but only two for Black women; a still-too-

common occurrence, despite the industry’s newfound focus on more inclusive shade selections.

It’s built into the cosmetics corporations that continue to sell skin lightening creams in Asia —

albeit, skin lightening creams that, in response to recent backlash, now have less overtly racist

product names.

In this way, colonialism gave capitalism a brilliant business model to follow: It illustrated just how

easy it is to profit off of deep-seated insecurities stemming from a lifetime of being treated as

less than. And so throughout history capitalism has sowed the seeds of insecurity in all of us.

Much of what we believe to be true about our bodies is nothing more than marketing, made up

by beauty brands to make a buck.

beauty industry

PHOTO: The DePaulia



Excerpt from NYTIMES.com, “Smash the Wellness Industry” (June 2019)

4'wellness' industry

The diet industry is a virus, and viruses are smart. It has survived all these decades by adapting,

but it’s as dangerous as ever. In 2019, dieting presents itself as wellness and clean eating, duping

modern feminists to participate under the guise of health. Wellness influencers attract

sponsorships and hundreds of thousands of followers on Instagram by tying before and after

selfies to inspiring narratives. Go from sluggish to vibrant, insecure to confident, foggy-brained

to cleareyed. But when you have to deprive, punish and isolate yourself to look “good,” it is

impossible to feel good. I was my sickest and loneliest when I appeared my healthiest.

If these wellness influencers really cared about health, they might tell you that yo-yo dieting in

women may increase their risk for heart disease, according to a recent preliminary study

presented to the American Heart Association. They might also promote behaviors that increase

community and connection, like going out to a meal with a friend or joining a book club. These

activities are sustainable and have been scientifically linked to improved health, yet are often at

odds with the solitary, draining work of trying to micromanage every bite of food that goes into

your mouth.

The wellness industry is the diet industry, and the diet industry is a function of the patriarchal

beauty standard under which women either punish themselves to become smaller or are

punished for failing to comply, and the stress of this hurts our health too. I am a thin white

woman, and the shame and derision I have experienced for failing to be even thinner is nothing

compared with what women in less compliant bodies bear. Wellness is a largely white, privileged

enterprise catering to largely white, privileged, already thin and able-bodied women, promoting

exercise only they have the time to do and Tuscan kale only they have the resources to buy.
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Finally, wellness also contributes to the insulting cultural subtext that women cannot be trusted

to make decisions when it comes to our own bodies, even when it comes to nourishing them. We

must adhere to some sort of “program” or we will go off the rails.

We cannot push to eradicate the harassment, abuse and oppression of women while continuing

to serve a system that demands we hurt ourselves to be more attractive and less threatening to

men.

And yet that is exactly what we are doing when we sit around the lunch table and call our

stomachs horror shows.

PHOTO: The Occidental



Excerpt from BUSINESSINSIDER.com, “What Fuels Systemic Racism in the

Fashion Industry” (August 2020)
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Vogue's March 2017 cover featured seven models. Though the group was ethnically diverse and

featured the plus-size model Ashley Graham, the models all shared a look: dark brows, high

cheekbones, long legs, and relatively light skin. 

What was widely criticized as an inadequate attempt at inclusivity mirrors the lack of diversity

throughout fashion, from runway to boardroom. With the industry's obsession with a certain

flavor of attractiveness, only 17% of the models walking major runways during fashion week in

spring 2015 were nonwhite, according to The Fashion Spot. Less than 4% of the Council of Fashion

Designers of America members are Black, according to Fast Company, and Black designers are in

charge at only two leading European fashion houses. Only three major fashion magazines are

helmed by Black editors. Instagram is ruled by a single face.

The industry, by catering to the vanity of the historically white majority, perpetuates a vision of

whom its customers desire to be. This facilitates an aspirational hierarchy of beauty standards,

seen on runways and in magazines, that glorifies tall, skinny figures and makes it incredibly

difficult for people of color to make it in the industry. 

PHOTO: Vogue Magazine



Excerpt from SELF.com, “The Shocking Ways Large Women Are Mistreated by

Health-Care Providers” (July 2017)

6healthcare industry

When I was 17, every time I got my period I experienced nausea-inducing, life-stopping cramps. I

needed help—treatment, pain management, anything—so I could go through a cycle without

missing school or work.

Today I’m a stereotypically “fit” personal trainer. But back then I weighed over 300 pounds. I was

nervous walking into the gynecologist’s office. It was my first visit. She asked me if I was sexually

active—I wasn’t—and then asked me why I was there. “My cramps are so bad that I cry and get

sick to my stomach. I can’t stand up straight. I need help." 

My mom had told me how horrible internal exams were. I hated getting blood drawn. I braced for

which would come first. But she just looked me up and down. “Lose weight,” she said, like she was

stating the obvious. “Lose weight?” I said, confused, suddenly embarrassed. “Lose weight and it

will get better.”

Twelve years ago, after I lost over 150 pounds, I started to treat my body with care and take my

health seriously. A doctor listened to me and discovered I had endometriosis, a condition that

had gone undiagnosed for almost 20 years.

A review of studies published in the journal Obesity Reviews in 2015 surveying empirical evidence

across multiple disciplines showed that healthcare professionals’ negative feelings about fat

bodies can lead to misdiagnosis and late or “missed” diagnoses, negatively impacting patient

outcomes. Meanwhile, patients who face, or anticipate facing, fat phobia and weight bias from

doctors may seek medical care less often, and when they do, they may be less likely to comply

with doctors’ orders.

With obesity rates at an all-time high, weight bias in health care is poised to cause more damage

—to patients, and to doctor-patient relationships—than ever.
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“Some doctors are egregiously nasty and inappropriate with their larger patients,” says Scott

Kahan, M.D., a physician on faculty at Johns Hopkins University. “A patient of mine once went to

urgent care short of breath only to be told that it was because she had ‘too much fat on her

chest.’ Later, at the emergency room, they discovered she had a critical heart condition that

required emergency treatment through medication. She’s lucky to be alive. Medical

professionals’ underlying belief systems, driven by our thin-obsessed, antifat culture, can and

does make their interactions with patients with obesity less productive.”

As the problem of weight bias in health care has grown, so have resources to support those

impacted by it. Women who’ve experienced weight bias in health care and in other contexts can

complete the Weight Bias Reporting Form created by the Obesity Action Coalition. A committee

reads and responds to submissions where appropriate, either by calling out bias, starting

dialogues, or offering education.

There’s a large and growing searchable database of respectful, compassionate health care

professionals who’ve committed to provide quality care to larger people. Linda Bacon, Ph.D.,

advocate of the Health at Every Size movement and author of a book by the same name, also

offers free downloads on her website that include letters folks can bring to health care

providers to help them treat large patients with more respect and ultimately provide a higher

quality of care.

healthcare industry

PHOTO: Molly Ferguson (The Stat)



Excerpt from NASHVILLESCENE.com, “The Roots of Body Hatred Lie in

Capitalism” (February 2021)

7corporations

The advent of the clothing industry — by far one of the most impactful economic advancements

in the Western world — created new standards for bodies. It’s arguable whether it was intentional

that the earliest clothing brands only catered to small-framed women. In some cases, clothing

was tailored to fit the person who designed it. In other cases, making small sizes was the most

cost-effective thing to do. Since resources were more limited, brands would likely choose

quantity over all else, with little regard as to who wouldn’t be able to find clothing that fit, or for

the long-term impact these standards would have.

The most important thing I’ve learned in the past year is that capitalism depends on the

discontent of consumers. The wealth of the world’s billionaires increased by more than 25

percent during the height of the COVID-19 crisis. The less satisfied we are with ourselves, the more

willing we are to spend our money on things that we think will bring us closer to complete. This

means that the people who profit from the clothing industry are the same people who profit

from the food and fitness industries as well. The roots of body-shaming and fat phobia are

economic. 

Let’s say my mum is shopping in Whole Foods one day and she picks up a copy of The

Washington Post. In it, she sees an ad with a super-fit celebrity wearing a waist trainer. She pulls

out her iPhone, opens the Amazon app and orders the exact same item. It’s shipped to her

doorstep the next day. In this case, a single man — Jeff Bezos, owner of the Post and CEO of

Amazon, which owns Whole Foods Market — has a controlling interest in everything she sees,

influencing not only what she buys, but where she buys it from. This type of power is especially

dangerous because it governs every aspect of our vulnerable lives. 
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Nearly a year later, that waist trainer my mother ordered is sitting on a shelf in her daughter’s

bedroom. My journey to radical self-love has been a process of great learning and unlearning,

fueled by a fierce determination to not allow some white man to get rich by exploiting my

insecurities.

PHOTO: Dina Rodriguez


